Redevelopment
Commission
COMMUNICATION
TO:

REDEVELOPMENT COMMISSIONERS

FROM:

Sydney Bethel, AICP, Redevelopment Specialist
(480) 503-6927 or Sydney.Bethel@gilbertaz.gov

THROUGH:

Amanda Elliott, Redevelopment Program Manager
(480) 503-6886 or Amanda.Elliott@gilbertaz.gov

DATE:

August 18, 2021

SUBJECT:

DR21-87 The Park

Agenda
Item #
2

REQUEST
DR21-87 The Park: Site plan, landscaping, grading and drainage, elevations, floor plans,
lighting, and colors and materials for approximately 0.42 acres, generally located at 33 E.
Hearne Way, and zoned Heritage Village Center (HVC) zoning district.
RECOMMENDED MOTION
Request for input only. No motion required.
APPLICANT / OWNER
Company
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:

Sixty First Place Architects
Bob Gutierrez
7120 E. Indian School Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(480) 947-6844
bob@sixtyfirstplace.com

Company:
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:

Millennial Property Investors LLC

Marc Barlow
956 E. Encinas Ave.
Gilbert, AZ 84234
(480) 756-2776
marcbarlow101@outlook.com
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BACKGROUND/ DISCUSSION
History
Date
July 10, 2001

March 3, 2005

March 23, 2010
August 16, 2018
March 2, 2021

Description
Town Council approved the Heritage District Redevelopment Plan,
and GP01-06, an amendment to the General Plan designating the
Village Center land use category, for this property and the
surrounding area.
The Town Council adopted a revised Zoning Map and Land
Development Code (LDC), reclassifying all properties within the
Town of Gilbert. The new classification for the subject site was
changed to Heritage Village Center (HVC).
Town Council adopted Ordinance No. 2281 (Z08-28) establishing
the Heritage District Residential & Commercial Design Guidelines.
Town Council adopted an updated Heritage District Redevelopment
Plan.
Town Council adopted an (Z19-01) updated Heritage District
Residential & Commercial Design Guidelines.

Overview
The subject site is a presently vacant 0.27-net acre lot (0.42 gross acres) located at the
southwest corner of Hearne Way and Bricomp Boulevard, across from the Heritage District
Parking Garage II, in the Heritage District. The proposed project is a privately operated park
concept, operating for 1-2 years before the site is permanently redeveloped. Per the
applicant, the development will be open to the public free of charge with food and beverage
options, retail establishments, and small-scale live music. This project is a partnership
between O.H.S.O Brewery (an abutting use) and the property owners. The project is
proposed to be an extension of O.H.S.O. (DR16-56) creating a master site plan between the
subject site and the exisiting O.H.S.O development. The project is intended to create a
comfortable park like setting for people to hang out in between activities in the Heritage
District.
The Design Review case is running concurrently with a Conditional Use Permit (CUP, UP2112) application to allow Recreation and Entertainment, Outdoor in the Heritage Village Center
(HVC) zoning district and an Administrative Use Permit (AUP, UP21-11) to allow Off-Site
Parking in the Heritage District. The Redevelopment Commission will ultimately have the final
decision for the Design Review application and will provide a formal recommendation on the
CUP to the Planning Commission who will have the final decision for the CUP. The AUP will
be administratively approved by staff and will not be seen by either the Redevelopment
Commission or the Planning Commission.
Surrounding Land Use & Zoning Designations:
Existing Land Use
Existing Zoning
Classification
North
Village Center (VC)
Heritage Village Center
(HVC)

Existing Use
Hearne Way then
Culinary Dropout
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South

Village Center (VC)

East

Village Center (VC)

West

Village Center (VC)

Site

Village Center (VC)

Project Data Table
Site Development
Regulations
Minimum Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) (%)
Minimum Building Height
(ft.)/Stories
Maximum Building Height
(ft.)/Stories
Minimum Building Setbacks
(ft.)
Front
Side, North (Nonresidential)
Side, South (Nonresidential)
Rear (Non-residential)
Build-to Line (ft.)
Front
Storefronts and Access

Building Transparency

Parking

Heritage Village Center
(HVC)
Heritage Village Center
(HVC)
Heritage Village Center
(HVC)
Heritage Village Center
(HVC)

O.H.S.O Brewery &
Distillery
Hearne Way Parking
Garage
Barlow 343 LLC building
Vacant

Required per LDC

Proposed

25%
35’/2 Stories

43% (combined with
O.H.S.O)
14’-5 5/8” /1 Story *

55’/4 Stories

14’-5 5/8” /1 Story

0’
0’

0’
3’-8”

0’

0’

0’

0’

10’ Maximum
Min. 75% ground floor
transparency; min. 50’
have pedestrian access
Ground floor window
height between 2’ and 8’
above grade
Retail Sales, General
1/250 sf = 941/250 = 4
Spaces
Restaurants, Limited
Service 1/100 sf
(Restaurant Area) =
256+147/100 = 4 Spaces
1/400 sf (outdoor dining) =
6828/ 400 = 17 Spaces

0’
Yes

Yes

25 Spaces provided offsite**

Total Required = 25
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Bicycle Parking

spaces
1 bicycle space for every 24 spaces provided
10 required vehicle parking
spaces
Total Required = 3
Spaces

*LDC2. 403.A Single story buildings may be approved by the RDC upon finding that the character of the
Heritage Village Center will be maintained.
** Parking is being provided off-site and is being process under an Administrative Use Permit UP21-11

DISCUSSION
The project is currently in second review, therefore additional comments, beyond what are
included in this report, may be brought forward for discussion during the study session
meeting.
Design Review
Site
The development is proposed to be an extension of O.H.S.O Brewery with a direct
connection to the existing patio (DR16-56). The new project will be included as an
amendment to DR16-56, creating a master site plan which includes both O.S.H.O and the
new project. There are three (3) points of pedestrian access for the site and there will be no
vehicular access to the site. There are two (2) exterior points of access along Hearne Way
and Bricomp Boulevard and one (1) internal on the south side of the site that will allow
access to the O.H.S.O. patio. The entrances located internally will include gates that will be
closed at night. The entire site will be fenced with a 4’ tall - fence and the restroom facilities
at O.H.S.O will be available to the Park guests.
There are three (3) buildings proposed for the site, totaling approximately 1,120 sf. The
buildings proposed include a concessions/bar area located in the center of the site, a retail
module with three (3) suites located on the northern boundary, and an entertainment module
with a small stage on the eastern boundary of the site. The concession/bar will be operated
by O.H.S.O with the food being prepared in the adjacent O.H.S.O kitchen and brought in for
purchase. The area will operate in a similar manner to a food truck and will have coolers and
warmers and its own water supply. Picnic tables will be scattered throughout the site, but
there will be no table service. All sales will be walk up only. The retail modules are
envisioned to host pop-up retail from local markers, artists, craftsmen and even farmers. The
retail will be accessible to both internal guests and pedestrians along the street.
The entertainment module will primarily serve as storage for AV equipment for projection
equipment to show movies on the weekends but also have a small stage for small-scale live
entertainment. Per the applicant for the small-scale live entertainment, the live entertainment
will employ local musical artists and there will be some amplification equipment with the
intent to provide a musical ambiance which will not be overwhelming. The Park will host
duo’s and small combos but there will never be a DJ. The module as proposed is relatively
small in scale at 147 sf with an external 9’ by 20’ stage and positioned to face west into the
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Park development allowing the primary noise projection to be directed at the development
opposed to the surrounding uses. The noise generating uses and the development as a
whole will be required to meet the requirements for noise levels under the Town of Gilbert
Municipal Code.
The applicant has applied for off-site parking for the development which allows required
parking to be located off-site within 1,000 feet of the use; this is being reviewed by staff
through an Administrative Use Permit (UP21-11). Per the proposed AUP submittal there will
be no vehicular parking on site, but there will be twenty-four (24) bicycle spaces provided on
site.
Landscape
The development will include external landscaping along the street frontage in the form of
planters and foundation landscaping in front of the retail module. The proposed landscaping
is complementary to the exisiting Hearne Way streetscape and will not impact the exisiting
R.O.W. improvements that the Town recently completed. The internal portion of the site will
primarily include grass (Hybrid Bermuda) and compacted decomposed granite for internal
walkways. The Heritage District Design Guidelines include a list of required plant materials.
Of the plants proposed, all but two plants (Red Yucca and ‘Outback Sunrise’ Emu) are
included on the approved Heritage District plant list. Staff has requested that the applicant
change the proposed plants to materials from the approved plant palette from the Heritage
District Design Guidelines.
Grading and Drainage
The site has no additional onsite retention requirements due to a regional drainage system
and basin for the Heritage District. An existing storm drain stub has been provided along
Hearne Way and will be used to drain the site. The proposed grading and drainage plan
generally meets the requirements of the Town of Gilbert’s Engineering Division.
Elevations, Colors and Materials
The structures are repurposed steel modules manufactured offsite and trailered in and set in
place. The power will be supplied from the adjacent O.H.S.O building and each module will
have an electrical shut off and sub panel.
Height
All three (3) proposed buildings are one-story in height and range from approximately 10’-7
½” to 14’-3 5/8”. The minimum required height for the HVC zoning district is 35’/2-stories but
per LDC2. 403.A, single story buildings may be approved by the RDC upon finding that the
character of the Heritage Village Center will be maintained. For the RDC to support one-story
projects the project must be above and beyond the requirements of the Design Guidelines on
other levels such as aesthetics/historic vernacular, pedestrian connectivity and streetscape
amenities. Staff is requesting the RDC’s input on the applicant request for a single-story
development and if the project is exceeding the level of architectural required within the
Heritage District, pedestrian connectivity and amenities.
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Architectural Style
Based on public input, the RDC’s input and the Town Council’s support/approval, the recently
approved Heritage District Design Guidelines support the architecture style of late 1800’s to
early 1900’s. The internal architectural design of the project site has a modern industrial
aesthetic with the external components including the retail modules and entry feature having
a rustic western motif accented by arched parapets. Staff is requesting the RDC’s input on
the architectural style proposed. During second review, staff recommended that the arched
parapets be modified to flat parapets on the retail modules to better align the design with the
internal design of the site. In addition, staff recommends that the decorative wood plank
siding proposed on the street side elevations be wrapped to a minimum of 2’ when visible to
the public. The 2’ side wrap should also occur at the parapet level.
Color and Materials
The primary building material for all three (3) buildings is steel painted in a warm brown
(Dunn Edwards Sedona at Sunset) for the base of the buildings and orange (Dunn Edwards
Orange Burst) for the accent trim. The structures proposed are repurposed steel modules
manufactured offsite and trailered in and set in place. The Design Guidelines were
specifically written to moderate the amount of metal used in the downtown and allow metal
as an accent feature only. Since the structures are primarily metal, the applicant has added
accent materials such as storefront glass and wood façade (Reclaimed Wood Plank Siding)
to align the project with the Design Guidelines. These accent materials are primarily seen on
the exterior of the buildings fronting the public R.O.W but can also be seen internal to the
site. Staff would like the RDC’s input on the mechanical equipment screening located on the
concession’s module. Typically, perforated or semi-transparent materials or design is not
permitted for screening since it does not fully screen the equipment. Staff recommends that
the material be changed to an opaque material and the screening element be modified to
better integrate into the building design.
Lighting
Internal outdoor site lighting has been proposed only in the form of festival or string light
fixtures. These lights are attached to poles ranging from 10’ to 13’11”’ in height that project
above the proposed buildings along with some poles located on the perimeter of the site.
The festival lights are fully shielded and are set back a minimum of 10’ from the property line
limiting the potential light pollution that could detract from the award winning streetscape
specialty lighting installed by the Town as part of the recent Hearne Way improvement
project. All site lighting will be required to comply with Town codes.
Temporary Commercial Developments
As stated previously, the Town does not recognize temporary commercial development.
Once this project is approved it is approved indefinitely. Conditions regarding time limits are
not enforceable conditions of approval after Certificate of Occupancy. Statements by the
applicant regarding intent in the narrative or minutes in regards to length of development
operations may not constitute a legal binding agreement.
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Requested Input
1. General site design comments;
2. Input regarding the request for a single-story development;
3. Input regarding the elevations, colors and materials and consistency with the Design
Guidelines;
4. Input on plant materials.

Respectfully submitted,

Sydney Bethel, AICP
Redevelopment Specialist

Attachments:
1. Aerial Photo
2. Site Plan
3. Landscape
4. Grading and Drainage
5. Renderings
6. Elevations
7. Colors and Materials
8. Floor Plans
9. Lighting
10. Applicant’s Narrative
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will be added

Project Narrative
Plan Type: CUP
Name: The Park
Address: 33 East Hearne Way
Southeast corner of Bricomp Blvd. and Hearne Way
Tax Parcel Number: 304-11-145B
Parcel area acres: 0.261 (11,393 s.f.)
Request
To obtain a use Conditional Use Permit for outdoor recreation, retail sales and live
entertainment.
THE SITE
This property is currently a vacant lot in the heart of the historic Heritage Village core
It is owned by Millennial Property Investors LLC. It is surrounded by commercial
development, to the west are two retail buildings to the south is a retail development which
houses O.H.S.O. and other tenants. The east of the property is bounded by Bricomp
Boulevard, east of that a city owned parking garage dominates and to the north, crossing
Hearne Way, a pair of restaurants reside in a recently developed building.

THE CONCEPT
As a vacant lot, its current state adds no vitality or aesthetic essence to the area and in
fact does the opposite by being surrounded by a chain link fence cutting off views, creating
a void of aesthetic value.
Currently there are no plans in place to change the state of this site. Even if there were a
pending development plan to start soon, the point at which the property would actually
begin redevelopment would be a year or more in the offing and then even more time
before the first spade turns the earth. The owner of the property and the owners of
O.H.S.O Brewery have joined forces to create a concept that will make the lot useful until
such time that it is developed into a more permanent facility.
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Project Narrative
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The concept is to turn this eyesore into a temporary open space that could benefit the
whole of the district. The idea is to create a comfortable park like setting for people to hang
out in. It could be an area to take your pet, a bored toddler or to hang out while waiting for
a dinner reservation at one of the many fine eateries and entertainment venues in the
area. There will be no entry fee or purchase requirement to utilize the facility.
There would be three points of entry to The Park. The most public entry is at the northwest
corner of the site along Hearn Way facing diagonally to Gilbert Road. There would be
another entry at the corner of Bricomp and Hearn facing the parking garage entry and a
third entry to the south from the O.H.S.O. patio. The entry points will be securely
monitored by staff during operating hours and gates will be locked and access denied
when the park is closed. In order to further control access, the perimeter of the park will
have a 4’-0” high steel security fence consisting of vertical steel bars.
In order to maintain a clean safe environment, O.H.S.O. Brewery will be in charge of
general operations and the staff working in the park will maintain a safe and secure
environment and will adhere to standard bar/restaurant safety protocols. The O.H.S.O
management will provide maintenance as needed and daily cleanup for the entire facility.
In order to maintain safe use and exiting, the minimum required foot-candles will be met
with lighting provided via pole mounted dark sky shielded festoon lights strung up radiating
from the center module out to the perimeter.
Due to the possibility of redevelopment The Park will be designed as a temporary facility.
The structures on site will be repurposed steel storage modules manufactured offsite
trailered in and set in place. Power will be supplied from the adjacent building and each
module will have an electrical shut off and sub panel.
There will be three types of modules. A total of 5 modules will be set. One for concessions
(8’x40’), one for entertainment and storage (8’x20’) and 3 for pop up retail (8’x20’).
The Modules will be fire sprinklered. The park will share the fire riser with OHSO.
In the center of the site the Concession Module will be set. All food and beverages sold
here will be freshly prepared in the adjacent O.H.S.O. kitchen pre-packaged and brought in
for purchase. The module will be set up on the inside like a food truck. It will have coolers
for cold storage and Cambro hot boxes for keeping items warm. There will be water supply
and wastewater tanks to supply the hand sinks and for general cleanup. Though Picnic
tables will be scattered about there will be no table service, all sales will be walk up.
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The Entertainment Module, which will be set across from the Concessions, will serve as
storage for AV equipment and it will have a small stage. It will also incorporate a projection
screen for showing free family friendly movies on the weekends. The sound from
performances will be mitigated by lining the interior of the module with sound absorbing
mass loaded vinyl. All stage entertainment generating noise will be continuously
monitored by decibel meters and will conform to the Town of Gilbert requirements.
Along the north boundary of the property 3 Retail Modules will be set. These containers
will house pop-up retail vendors. These modules will have a wood façade with steel
canopy and fabric awnings over windows and doors that face Hearne way. The developers
envision that vendors will be able lease a portion of the Module and to show their wares.
They would be local makers, artists, craftsmen and even farmers.
As a park, natural turf will be laid down on the site. This will mitigate the heat island effects
and create a safe and comfortable surface for playing and sitting. A stabilized decomposed
granite pathway will be provided to provide accessibility between the Modules entries and
restrooms. O.H.S.O. Brewery will share its restrooms which have excess capacity with
The Park.
This facility will add open space to an area of limited opportunity for open space. It is
adjacent to the bicycle lanes along the canal and will have plenty of bike parking and will
promote a recreational aspect consistent with the general. By being a green open space, it
will add breathing room and value to this piece of currently unused property.
The combination of the painted corrugated steel design of the interior modules and wood
façade of the perimeter modules along Hearne Way will reference the Town of Gilbert’s
agrarian roots and will fit right in with the neighboring projects Whiskey Row, Yard and
OHSO Brewery while complying with the design guidelines. The Wood façade “retail
modules” which are aligned on Hearn will also comply with the 75% opening requirement
in the design guidelines.
Typical hours of operation will be Monday through Thursday 11AM to 10PM, Friday 11AM
to 12AM, Saturday 9AM to 12AM, and Sunday 9AM to 10PM.
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A Conditional Use Permit is required to meet four findings of fact per LDC 5.403.A.
1. The proposed use will not be detrimental to health, safety, or general welfare of persons
living or working in the vicinity, to adjacent property, to the neighborhood, or to the public in
general. Similar to O.H.S.O Brewery, Culinary Dropout, and other restaurants in the
vicinity, this project poses no use which is detrimental to the health, safety or general
welfare for persons living and working in the vicinity, the neighborhood or to the general
public.
2. The proposed use conforms with the purposes, intent, and policies of the General Plan
and its policies and any applicable area, neighborhood, or other plan adopted by the Town
Council. The Park is an inviting, safe, multi-use space which conforms to the purposes
intent and of the general plan, Heritage District, the neighborhood and plans officially
adopted by the Town council.
3. The proposed use conforms with the conditions, requirements, or standards required by
the Zoning Code and any other applicable local, State, or Federal requirements; and the
modules and site layout will meet the conditions, requirements, and standards required by
the zoning code in addition to other applicable local, state, and federal requirements
including the Town of Gilbert adopted building codes and amendments, site flood control,
and Maricopa County Health codes.
4. The proposed use, as conditioned, would not unreasonably interfere with the use and
enjoyment of nearby properties. The proposed use, as conditioned is consistent in design
with surrounding buildings and complies with the requirements of the Heritage District
overlay as well as the underlying zoning and will not reasonably interfere with the use or
enjoyment of nearby properties.
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